Active regulation of CSF flow with the subarachnoid basal cisterns as one of the key regulators: a novel concept and review of the literature

Background: CSF (Cerebrospinal fluid) has numerous physiological roles and its movement through the ventricular system and subarachnoid spaces is believed to be largely passive. The mechanisms, which maintain and modulate CSF flow are not completely understood.

Objectives: We hypothesize that CSF flow is actively and strictly controlled/regulated by four major systems where the basal subarachnoid cisterns play a major role.

Methodology: In anesthetized mice fluorophores (microspheres, 0.02 µm diameter or Alexa, 759 MW) injected intracisternally were allowed to circulate for one hour before brains were analyzed for fluorescence distribution. Tissue factor (TF) activity was blocked by specific antibodies injected intracerebroventricularly one hour before the fluorophores injection, non-specific IgG was used as control. Distribution of TF in the brain was explored with immunohistochemistry.

Results: After the intracisternal injection of fluorophores, microspheres were distributed over 3±3% and Alexa were distributed over 21±14% of the ventral surface preferentially along the para-arterial spaces. Administration of TF antibodies one hour before the fluorophores injection increased spread of microspheres to 23±14% (p=0.03) and Alexa to 35±28% (p=0.04). Immunohistochemistry revealed expression of TF co-localized with GFAP immunoreactivity of glia limitans on the brain and ventricular surfaces.

Conclusions: Our data supports the fact that active regulation of CSF flow occurs at least at the level of the basal cisterns as an inherent flow regulator. CSF flow is not just a passive flow of CSF after its secretion by choroid plexuses and ependyma in ventricular system. It is rather an extremely complex highly regulated system with multiple overlapping mechanisms involved.
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